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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEXT REVISITED, BINATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS: THE U.S.-MEXICO EXPERIENCE

Andrij Kowalsky*

I. INTRODUCTION

When businessman and real estate mogul Donald Trump envisioned making “America great again” he thought politics. So, on 16 June 2015, he launched his bid to become the Republican Party nominee for the presidency of the United States of America by boldly declaring he would build a wall across America’s southwestern border at Mexico’s expense.1 The proposal dismayed critics and attracted backers. Early in the campaign, an August 2015 CNN/ORC International Poll identified that, from a total of 466 surveyed Republican voters, forty-four percent identified Trump far and away as the candidate who they believed could best handle illegal immigration.2 Similarly, a Pew Research survey of 496 registered GOP voters noted thirty-four percent supported Trump as a candidate keen on deporting all illegal immigrants residing in the United States (U.S.).3 Midway into the race, several surveys and Republican presidential state primary and caucus victories foreshadowed Trump’s rise atop the party.4 Ultimately, Trump’s meteoric campaign defeated Hillary Clinton and the Democrats in the 2016 presidential election by winning the Electoral College vote and the White House. President Trump’s plan for a secure America has life.

America, like Canada, celebrates its roots as a country of immigrants.5 Excluded from banal nation-building narratives is a history of discriminatory immigration policies that screened preferred nationalities

---

* Lazaridis School of Business and Economics at Wilfrid Laurier University.
1 “Here’s Donald Trump’s Presidential Announcement Speech”, Time (16 June 2015) online: <http://time.com/3923128/donald-trump-announcement-speech/>. Trump’s other get “tough on illegal immigration” policies would triple the number of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers, remove criminal aliens, increase penalties for visa overstayers, repeal the Fourteenth Amendment to the American Constitution that grants children born in America with citizenship regardless of their parents’ citizenship, and control the admission of immigrants, see “Immigration Reform Act Will Make America Great Again”, online: Trump Make America Great Again <https://www.donaldjtrump.com/images/uploads/Immigration-Reform-Donald.pdf>. Other central campaign proposals involve spurring American manufacturing by increasing tariffs on imported goods, repealing the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) and defending the rights of citizens to bear arms.
5 In America, June is immigration heritage month and is dedicated to celebrating ethnic differences and patriotism.
to fill domestic labour shortages and culturally assimilate to the mainstream of society. For the past three decades, illegal immigration has further complicated matters. Durand, Massey, and Parrado identify a 1985 Ronald Reagan speech delivered in advance of 1986 U.S. Congressional elections as a watershed in politics that thrust border enforcement onto the centre-stage of national security. The mantra of decisive action conditioned President Reagan to authorize the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) on 6 November 1986. While neutral on its face, the law’s pith and substance targeted unwanted migration from Mexico. The law increased the border patrol, inspection, and enforcement activities of the Immigration and Naturalization Services and other federal agencies, criminalized employers for knowingly hiring or recruiting unauthorized immigrants, and afforded undocumented aliens a stringent process for securing legal status in America. Research shows the IRCA, and the subsequent border control regime of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 did not suppress clandestine immigration. Building the border wall draw the Trump administration into a diplomatic, political, and legal quagmire.

A “Southern Wall” would notch a high point in U.S. border securitization. Each mile of fencing sealing California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas from Mexico fundamentally impacts migrants on both sides of the border. Desperate travelers will use guides to ferry them across increasingly remote terrain. The crucible of the journey will not only expose them to escalating peril, but also incentivize smugglers to economically and physically exploit their human cargo. Once completed, the barricade ceases temporary work-related migration and dissuades non-citizens from returning home. A wall will not prevent foreigners from entering the U.S. using fraudulent documents, or settle by overstaying a student, visitor, or guest worker visa. New Jersey Governor and former 2016 Republican presidential hopeful Chris Christie proposed nixing the latter conduct by tracking visa holders using technology developed from international shipper Federal Express. Then again, why stop with a Mexican wall? Fellow Republican presidential candidate drop out Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker considered a northern wall to fortify America from Canada.

Politicians use pithy election rhetoric, themed slogans, and slick advertisements to sway people to vote on emotion and principle. Given the pressing need for a timely resource that cuts through the garble and provokes critical thought on conservative immigration reforms and their impact on relations between neighboring states, industries reliant on disposable labour, and the wellbeing and legal rights of

---


8 *Ibid* at 522.


This essay analyzes the intellectual contributions of *Binational Human Rights* to the field of migration studies, and argues for the relevance of context in understanding the book’s thesis. The remainder of the discussion unfolds over three parts. Part II of the work outlines the book review as a form of scholarship and identifies a prospective qualitative turn in the genre. In Part III, having adopted a case study approach to inform my analysis, I present the book’s purpose, structure and framing theory before evaluating how its articles interlace with an overarching argument that binational and national contexts foment states of exception that reify serious human rights violations against vulnerable populations. Part IV concludes the essay.

II. THE BOOK REVIEW AS SCHOLARSHIP AND QUALITATIVE TURN

A book review is an objective or subjective essay about a book.¹⁴ The format encapsulates both the short, descriptive reporting mode, which is a 500 to 1500 word length summary, and the longer, scholarly review essay.¹⁵ Academic journals publish book reviews.¹⁶ Book reviewing offers graduate students and new faculty a foray into publishing articles and opportunity to develop a writing portfolio. Reading start-of-the-art works can inform them about a fascinating subject, instruct on a novel application of theory, or even spark the research imagination. The senior scholar writing a review can exhibit their expertise through an authoritative stamp of approval or disapproval for a work.

If only the benefits of book reviewing were better appreciated for what they are. Appraisals dismiss book reviews for not advancing academic knowledge as reviewers do not employ the scientific method, reviews are un-referred and amount to opinionated summaries, and they demonstrate poor writing and reasoning.¹⁷ Busy academics will often pass on book reviewing to pursue other, more rewarding projects. Untenured faculty may appreciate this fact the most, as many promotion committees discount book reviews for legitimizing a scholar.¹⁸ They may be unaware that promotion committees often use book reviews as independent assessments of a candidate’s research and writing aptitude.¹⁹

---


¹⁶ Book reviews are also indexed, see *Book Review Index Plus* (Farmington: Thomson Gale, 1965).


Several scholars are valorizing book reviews to counter orthodox critiques that lessen the discipline. Book reviewers can consult general guides and themed sources advising on the best practices of the craft. Similarly, editors enjoy hortatory guidance on standardizing the quality of book reviews. Hartley surveyed 156 academics and found they believe a good book review demonstrates clear writing, an early paragraph describing the book’s purpose, a critique of the argument of the book, an evaluation of the book’s academic credibility, a positioning of the book in its historical context, and an opinion on the book’s intended audience.

Others characterize book reviews as a critical medium of scholarly communication. Zuccala and Van Leeuwen assessed the impact of book reviews from a citation perspective by studying data from the Web of Science Arts and Humanities Citation Index between the period of 1981 and 2009. They identified two percent of book reviews that referenced only the book being evaluated were cited by other articles, while scholarly book reviews received a citation rate of four percent in literature and eight percent in history, respectively. Switching to an applied focus, Areni and Syafri identified book reviewing as a pedagogical tool that develops students’ critical thinking skills. As more research legitimizes book reviews, the harder the case remains for dismissing their worth.

Methodologists are analyzing the epistemology of book reviewing to assess parallels with qualitative research. The qualitative discipline is an interpretivist approach to conducting social research that studies a phenomenon from the perspective of those who experience it. Just as the qualitative investigator is the primary instrument for collecting, analyzing and reporting data, so too does the book reviewer serve as the chief assessor of a work being evaluated. In this sense, both qualitative investigation and book reviewing are highly interpretive, reflective, and subjective exercises driven by an investigator’s assumptions, beliefs, and training.
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Jones argued for correlating the fundamentals of qualitative research with the purposes of book reviewing. Jones envisions the book reviewer as an “interpreter performer.” He argues that since a work is incomplete without facilitating an audience’s response, the reviewer should avoid criticism that interferes with establishing a dialogic relationship (as they and the reader are considered in a common journey of exploring the book together). Jones’ presentation of the book review as a mutual learning experience reflects a phenomenological underpinning.

Similarly, Chenail recommended a qualitative emphasis in book reviewing. He categorizes his prescriptions and procedures under eight different themes, but it his discussion on “Reviews in context” that resonates. His advice on reviewing in context invites reviewers to “step back” from their reading, and consider findings in light of their observations and of themselves. The process involves asking holistic questions that, among other things, inquire about the book’s author, publisher, and subject area. The case study offers a handy methodology for conducting a context-sensitive book review. According to Gerring, the case study is an, “intensive study of a single unit for the purpose of understanding a larger class of (similar) units.” Case study is one of five methods associated with conducting qualitative research, and the mode of choice for investigating social phenomenon within context. For their part, socio-legal researchers use context for conceptualizing diverse research projects. Context informed exploring connections between law and geography, deregulated labour markets spurring exploitative temporary agency work, and the role of practice settings in lawyers satisfying professional responsibilities. These works illustrate context frames legal norms responsible for people’s conduct.

How, then, can reading and reviewing a book from a case study perspective unfold? The book under review is seen as a bounded case about which more information is sought. Some of the contents being reviewed should be described, including processes. As for analyzing an edited volume, it can be looked at in terms of parts with each chapter being studied individually for related themes. Collective insight

28 Ibid at 5.
30 Ibid.
37 Robert E Stake, Multiple Case Study Analysis (New York: Guilford Press, 2006) at 1.
about the different pieces can then pulled together to yield an overall assessment.\textsuperscript{40} If an audience discovers new knowledge from the book review, the outcome is heuristic.\textsuperscript{41}

III. **BINATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS: CONTENT AND CRITIQUE**

A. Binational Human Rights Overview

*Binational Human Rights* is an edited volume consisting of ten essays divided into four parts, which are framed by an introduction that summarizes the collection, and a conclusion that assesses Mexico ameliorating its human rights crises. The articles reflect a variety of research methods such as personal reflection, participatory observation, ethnography, and interviews. Essay authors are Mexican and American professors, scholars and activists with expertise in border politics and security, human rights, social justice, social movements, immigration, and public policy. A contributors section outlines their credentials.

The intellectual puzzle drawing these researchers together is the paradox of Mexico stepping one foot forward and two steps back on its human rights record. As Simmons and Mueller’s introduction notes, Mexico democratized its politics and economy, ratified every significant international and regional human rights treaty, accepted the jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, established a national human rights commission and commissions operating in every Mexican state, and attracted the scrutiny of a network of domestic and international non-governmental organization (NGO) watchdogs.\textsuperscript{42} Nevertheless, Mexico’s progress on human rights is relative to the right mix of binational and national policies fostering socio-economic prosperity, civil society, and political, judicial, and law enforcement institutions to counteract entrenched corruption, poverty, misogyny, patriarchy, drug cartels, and class divide.

Simmons and Mueller’s introduction outlines *Binational Human Rights’* importance. They indicate that while other studies examine the U.S.-Mexico relationship from historical, economic, political, criminal justice, and environmental perspectives, most overlook binational relations affecting human rights.\textsuperscript{43} Accordingly, *Binational Human Rights* carves out a niche in the research literature by filling a gap left by extant studies.

Simmons and Mueller lay out the theoretical framework grounding the volume’s subsequent essays. They advance the concept of “localizing human rights across borders” to suggest that while human rights are localized, they must also be appreciated in a transnational context.\textsuperscript{44} The idea is explained best using the authors’ own words, “human rights may possess universality, but they cannot be divorced from, or made sense of without considering concrete conditions in specific, complex, and multifaceted contexts…the context in one country cannot be understood in isolation, without considering the actions or inactions of other states and transnational actors.”\textsuperscript{45} Another key point Simmons and Mueller make is several of the volume’s authors use a “state of exception” as a principle for explaining human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{46} In a state of exception, lawlessness and hyperlegality (ubiquity of law) embolden government

\textsuperscript{42} William P Simmons & Carol Mueller, “Introduction” in *Binational Human Rights*, supra note 13, 1 at 5.
\textsuperscript{43} *Ibid* at 4.
\textsuperscript{44} *Ibid* at 3.
\textsuperscript{45} *Ibid*.
\textsuperscript{46} *Ibid* at 6.
and non-government actors to exert unchecked power over people. They inform further that each chapter builds on a central argument that a binational context, including American policies, create states of exception that antagonize existing systems of structural violence and oppression with respect to undocumented migration, Mexico’s drug war, and femicides, while also stirring national and transnational activism. The research question guiding the evaluation portion of this essay is to determine whether the book’s chapters hit this mark.

B. Binational Human Rights Part I: Migration to the United States in Binational Context

Comprehensive American immigration reform entails polarizing policy choices over optimizing the system to recruit designer immigrants, decrease illegal migration, and normalize the status of an estimated 11.2 million unauthorized immigrants living in the country, 6.5 million of whom are Mexicans. Under the Clinton administration, the initiative of preventing undocumented migration through deterrence commenced in September 1993 in El Paso, Texas, and spread to other southwestern border towns and rural corridors. Aggressively defending the border has since escalated with more money, additional personnel, advanced weaponry and airpower, and newer information technology allocated to bolstering the muscularity and efficacy of the U.S. Border Patrol (the arm of the Customs and Border Protection Services guarding America’s borders). It is appropriate, then, that the three essays in Part I of Binational Human Rights study how interdiction causes undocumented migrants, especially women and children, to suffer human rights abuses when crossing into America.

The first essay in Part I, is Escobar-Valdez’s, which outlines the failure of contemporary U.S. immigration policies and efforts at reform. Its narrative reasoning contrasts the analytic footprint set by Simmons and Mueller’s introduction. Escobar-Valdez interrogates border enforcement for creating a dragnet that pushes undocumented migrants into hazardous crossing routes. He asserts border control should be assessed in terms of its human costs. He exemplifies his argument by presenting anecdotes of female migrants perishing in Arizona’s deserts, including a critical incident he experienced as a Mexican consul. Escobar-Valdez’s story illustrates that personal recollection yields powerful data, as conveyed through this tragedy:

Rosalia Bazan Miranda, a single mother of thirty-three, born in Mexico City and living in Coacoalco, in the state of Mexico, accompanied by her two small children, Ana Laura and Carlos Enrique, leaves home heading for the northern border on August 2, 2000, full of dreams. She arrives at Agua Prieta, Sonora, early the next day. At midmorning she enters the United States, and that very afternoon she dies of sunstroke and dehydration in the desert west of Douglas, Arizona.

Rosalia’s fate illustrates that undocumented migrants are not a homogenous mass of criminal trespassers, but commoners chance mortality for a better future for themselves and their families. They do not have
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47 Ibid.
48 Ibid at 19.
50 The Immigration and Custom Enforcement is another agency within the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS). It is responsible for enforcing immigration laws within America.
52 Ibid at 40.
the financial means to legally enter the country as economic immigrants. They lack the education and training to belong to a specialized workforce with opportunities for permanent employment and a pathway to a green card. Entitlement to economic and social rights alone is not a qualifier for admission under U.S. humanitarian provisions.

Undocumented border crossing into America instigates hundreds of unnecessary migrant deaths each year. Escobar-Valdez considers such deaths as human rights violations since migrants, “who have been directed to places of high risk by unilateral immigration policies, have an inherent right to life,” so he prescribes that, “the human rights of all migrants must be recognized and respected, and unjust and discriminatory treatment rejected.” While laudable, prescriptions humanizing immigration reform have not reversed the criminalization of irregular migration. In 2005, the Bush administration launched Operation Streamline, a program of charging undocumented border-crossers with immigration law violations adjudicated through expedited and en masse criminal prosecutions. During its second term, the Obama administration reconciled record levels of deportations with naturalizing a specific population. In June 2012, President Obama issued an executive memorandum, the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals [DACA], granting undocumented residents access to renewable two-year deportation deferrals and work permits if they arrived in America before the age of sixteen, lived in the country for a period of five years, and achieved a high school diploma or joined the U.S. military. One year later, the American Senate passed the Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act of 2013. The law creates a framework for undocumented people living in America to receive permanent status and eventual citizenship, beefs up border security with more personnel and additional surveillance equipment, and adds resources for processing more border-crossing prosecutions. The Republican-controlled House of Representatives’ apathy on voting for the bill left the law in limbo, thereby shifting the fight for legalization as a contest between the executive and judicial branches of government. In November 2014, President Obama addressed the standstill by announcing his Immigration Accountability Executive Action. The initiative expands the terms of eligibility under DACA, and introduces the Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents, which exempts the undocumented parents of American born children from deportation for a three-year period and allows them work authorizations. In a four-to-four decision, the U.S. Supreme Court was deadlocked on the legality of amnesty measures after twenty-six states won an injunction—upheld by the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals—restraining the federal government and the DHS from implementing deferral guidelines.
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53 Ibid at 34.
57 Gonzales questions the law’s purpose, concluding that it inhibits people from utilizing its ameliorative provisions and expands the reach of the homeland security state, see Alfonso Gonzales, *Reform Without Justice: Latino Migrant Politics and the Homeland Security State* (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014) at 159.
For readers wanting to learn about immigration control by studying context, Dunn’s article would have nicely dovetailed with Simmons and Mueller’s piece had it been the first, instead of third, chapter in Part I. Dunn develops and applies a competing citizenship/national sovereignty and human rights framework to assess U.S. southern border enforcement. Dunn develops and applies a competing citizenship/national sovereignty and human rights framework to assess U.S. southern border enforcement. In doing so, he uses a variety of empirical (interviews and fieldwork) and secondary data sources (government documents, news media, and human rights reports) that instruct about developments. For example, he reports that after President Bush signed into law the Secure Fence Act of 2006, over 900 miles of new fencing were erected along America’s 1,900-mile southwestern border. While a small observation, in and of itself, this is the type of information that stirs captious thinking about the political expediency of campaigning for greater border protection. The consideration deepens given that since 2007, undocumented migration from Mexico has plummeted, is around or below net zero, and should remain at low rates for the immediate future. Reading Dunn list several Universal Declaration of Human Rights articles impacted by U.S. border enforcement, underscores the multitude of basic entitlements migrants’ illegal status jeopardizes.

Another social research study in Part I of Binational Human Rights is Simmons and Téllez’s qualitative investigation that explores the sexual abuse of women and children while migrating from Mexico to Arizona. Their research finds exploitation, often in multiple and repeated forms, is more of a condition of migration than an event. The authors use data from fifty interviews to reconstruct the trek migrants undertake and the junctures where victimization occurs. The cycle can be summarized as follows: (1) migrants from rural Mexico or Central America flee penury; (2) they travel through Mexico by bus, train, or as stowaways; (3) near, and when crossing the Mexico-U.S. border, the risk for abuse amplifies from coyotes (guides who lead migrants across the border) bajadores (groups of armed bandits who ambush, rob, and sexually exploit women and children by forcefully separating them from coyotes or travelling groups) or even U.S. border guards who have arrested migrants using excessive force; (4) once in America, familial, smuggler or criminal accomplices shuttle migrants to drop houses in Tucson, Phoenix, or other locales in Arizona. In Phoenix, their journey either ends, continues to another place, or takes a turn for the worse, if criminal syndicates intervene; and (5) injured parties have little recourse against perpetrators.

It is difficult to remain detached from Simmons and Téllez’s narrative detailing the sordid abuse of women and young females. Their analysis typifies yet another consequence of a militarized border creating a lawless vacuum. This void makes undocumented migrants subordinates of mercenary guides because of their complicity in criminal activity. Women come out worse for the wear when casting their lot with smugglers who follow their own moral compass when providing passage. The authors estimate that thousands of migrants annually suffer from sexual violence, which are numbers warranting corrective action. Simmons and Téllez’s essay exposes a gendered human rights abuse and identifies these acts as human trafficking and possibly crimes against humanity. Their data allows for a program of increased

60 Ibid at 73.
63 Ibid the process is set out at 50-59.
64 Ibid at 58-59.
public awareness and education to dispel the lack of knowledge or indifference female migrants hold to the risks of undocumented migration.\textsuperscript{65}

Taken together, the introduction, and essays in Part I of \textit{Binational Human Rights} inform that an accessible border, economic malaise, and political instability are push factors just as jobs, family reunification, and desire for a better future are pull factors activating south-to-north undocumented migration. These influences stem from a historical and contemporary socio-economic context reinforcing one another that the articles either skim in their analyses or infer as frames of reference.\textsuperscript{66} To clarify underlying theories of Mexican-U.S. migration required consulting extrinsic sources.\textsuperscript{67}

\section*{C. Binational Human Rights Part II: The Mexican Drug War in Binational Contexts}

On 1 December 2006, Mexican President Felipe Calderon declared in his inaugural address that restoring public security and legality was one of three government priorities.\textsuperscript{68} The announcement was a call to arms against the drug cartels. Olson and Wilson indicate that shortly after taking office, the president mobilized 45,000 troops.\textsuperscript{69} In October 2007, Calderon’s crusade was backed by the Bush administration launching the Mérida Initiative: a three year, bi-lateral anti-drug program committing $1.5 billion worth of funds, arms, and intelligence to Mexico and Central America. As a striking example of transborder cooperation, the partnership intended to suppress the cartels from using Mexico as a pipeline for importing cocaine, marijuana, methamphetamine, and heroin into America.\textsuperscript{70} Six years into a stalemated battle responsible for 60,000 deaths, Mexico’s new president, Enrique Peña Nieto’s security policy shifted from cartel combat to measures reducing violence.\textsuperscript{71} Analyzing Mexico’s drug wars and its impact on the country’s human rights profile is a central theme in Part II of \textit{Binational Human Rights}, which Murphy Erfani and Arriola Vega’s essays each address.

War—whatever shape or form it takes—attracts supporters and detractors. Murphy Erfani is leery of the Mexican drug war. She indicts both government and non-government actors for atrocities. The wide sweep of culpability implicates the cartels for waging turf battles with one another; the U.S. government for arming Mexico; and Mexican officials, the military, and police for their complicity with the gangs.\textsuperscript{72} The rule of law is subverted when, as Murphy Erfani suggests, according to the theory of necropolitics...
(politics of death), U.S. and Mexican governments having both directly and indirectly armed the cartels empowered them to act like paramilitaries with the sovereign right to kill.\(^{73}\)

Drug trade organizations [DTOs] are difficult to investigate first-hand. One way to inferentially study criminal syndicates is to explore their interactions with other groups. Arriola Vega focused on one such DTO, the Zetas, and their flourishing drug and human smuggling operations at the Mexican-Guatemalan border.\(^{74}\) The qualitative dimension of the study describes the process of migrants circulating across the Tabasco-Peten corridor using data from interviews and direct observation (though how many interviews the author conducted for the study seemed unclear.) Given the dearth of literature on the topic, had Arriola Vega expanded this component of the study, the analysis would have functioned as a highly informative case study. The depiction of migration flows illustrates the dynamic of a porous border drawing transients to Mexico, and across Zeta controlled territory where they fall prey to the gang. Arriola Vega critiques externalized U.S. security interests preoccupied with a protected Mexican southern perimeter for working in the favour of the DTOs. He prescribes a human security paradigm to afford abused migrants justice.

D. Binational Human Rights Part III: Structural Violence and Civil Society in Ciudad Juárez

Similar to the design of Part II, Part III of Binational Human Rights contains two essays with a combined page count in the low thirties. Mueller and Jusidman’s articles each investigate femicide in Mexico by focussing on the epicenter of these heinous crimes – Ciudad Juárez, a border town of 1.5 million inhabitants that straddles the banks of the Rio Grande River and stands across from El Paso, Texas. Since 1993, over one thousand five hundred females were murdered in Ciudad Juárez.\(^{75}\) By comparison, in Canada, from 1980 to 2012 estimates show 1,017 Aboriginal female homicides, with some 164 Aboriginal women missing.\(^{76}\) Mexico is legally responsible for protecting females from recognized harm. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights in Gonzáles et al. (“Cotton Field”) v. Mexico held the state negligent for not investigating the deaths of three young women. Consequently, the government was held to account with reparations for breaching its international human rights obligations.\(^{77}\)

Mueller’s essay on femicide in Ciudad Juárez links history (rise of maquiladoras), contexts (gendered factory employment, law enforcement, drug cartels, and U.S. drug consumption) and locality (U.S.-Mexico border town) to explain the city’s development into one of the most dangerous places in the world for young women.\(^{78}\) The focus of her binational narrative on the “what,” “why,” and “how” of femicide suggests a processual analysis.\(^{79}\) Furthermore, Jusidman’s essay identifies Ciudad Juárez’s failure to contain corruption and drug cartels along with its corrosive maquiladora industry for destabilizing local security.\(^{80}\) She describes a network of civil society organizations providing basic human services in place of an incapable government. These lay groups developed from the desperate need to monitor and publicize
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\(^{73}\) Ibid at 93. The process of Mexican drug gangs arming themselves is set out at 96-99.

\(^{74}\) Louis Alfredo Arriola Vega, “Migration, Violence, and ‘Security Primacy’ at the Guatemala-Mexico Border” in Binational Human Rights, supra note 13, 112 at 112.

\(^{75}\) Simmons & Mueller, supra note 42 at 1.


\(^{78}\) Carol Mueller, “The Binational Roots of the Femicides in Ciudad Juárez” in Binational Human Rights, supra note 13, 129 at 144.


\(^{80}\) Clara Jusidman, “Reflections on Antiviolence Civil Society Organizations in Ciudad Juárez” in Binational Human Rights, supra note 13, 146 at 156.
the femicide and other violence, assist victims pursue justice, prevent crime, defend labour rights, and address inequality by advocating progressive public policies. Clearly, prosperity from the influx of foreign direct investment in labour and capital intensive industries has not trickled down to raise the welfare of deprived neighbourhoods shrouded in the shadows of Ciudad Juárez’s factories.

E. Binational Human Rights Part IV: Transnational Activism and Human Rights

Still on the topic of Mexican femicide, Stuadt’s chapter on transnational activist networks and femicide could have slotted with the other essays in Part III of Binational Human Rights. Her work, along with Anaya Muñoz and Meyer’s essays comprise Part IV of the book. Staudt explains femicide exists because of: (1) subnational government institutions being indifferent to the situation, (2) transnational activists adopting different causes, and (3) Mexico prioritizing the drug war over femicide. Staudt’s, like Mueller’s essay, underscores the use of context to inform analysis and rhetoric. Her article relies on context as a mode of inquiry to study the language of human rights organizing and its discourses, as well as premising an argument on strengthening transnational activism in ways that concentrate on law enforcement, binationalism, and patriarchy contexts in Mexico.

Anaya Muñoz also studies Ciudad Juárez’s femicides, the state’s handling of the 2006 Oaxaca protests, and its cartel drug war to analyze whether these three, high-profile matters triggered transnational advocacy for human rights protection in Mexico. His research finds these issues were a flashpoint for NGOs (e.g. Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch), intergovernmental entities (human rights organs of the United Nations and the Organization of American States), and European countries exerting transnational pressure against sitting governments. Munoz’s analysis illustrates how NGOs advance their human rights agendas by monitoring fluid situations, publishing reports on suspected activities, calling on, and using the voice of human rights dignitaries and government actors to raise attention, and turning to adjudicative bodies for declaratory rulings, albeit with mixed results.

One state holding another accountable for stemming human rights abuses is one way to influence conduct. For fiscal year 2008, the U.S. Congress used provisions of the Supplemental Appropriations Act to tie American funding under the Mérida Initiative to Mexico complying with vital human rights and anti-corruption requirements. Meyer’s chapter describes U.S. and Mexican human rights organizations partnering to monitor and report Mexican police and military human rights abuses, and found that, while limited, the strategy holds promise for indirectly pressuring Mexico to improve its human rights standing.

F. Analysis

The authors in Binational Human Rights expose the dichotomy between Mexican and American lawmakers heeding human rights obligations, and an absence of their application in policies addressing complex social realities that demand life, liberty, and security protections for marginalized groups. They scrutinize U.S. and Mexican policymakers’ decisions and indecisions for permitting states of exception which distort legal norms and aggravate vulnerabilities based on gender, class, race, age, and poverty. In theory, human rights equip individuals with positive and negative rights that should compel a state to

resolve an offending state of exception. In practice, for example, America skirts its responsibility to protect migrants’ rights by categorizing them at law as “illegals,” while in the case of femicide in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico turns a blind eye to the problem. Overall, the essays in Binational Human Rights demonstrate a state of exception as a useful construct for identifying and describing the manifestations of harsh immigration controls and security policies, and in this regard, confirm Simmons and Mueller’s characterization of it as a common theme binding the volume.

The essays in Parts I and II of Binational Human Rights highlight the need for evaluating governments constraining the spillover of national and binational policies spurring behaviours inimical to state interests. One can see Mexico-U.S. cooperation on battling drug cartels in black and white terms and understand that enlisting the army was reasonable considering the ineptitude of local police. Perceptions can change after reading Murphy Erfani’s essay.

Mexico’s war against the cartels implicated the government in sustaining a state of exception. Dunn’s, Mueller’s, Jusidman’s and Staudt’s essays each confirm the deleterious outcomes of President Calderon deploying the army to quell the Sinaloa and Juárez cartels’ turf war. The triumvirate of combatants perpetuated disorder that blurred the lines between violence stemming from the drug wars, rampant crime, and femicide in Ciudad Juárez. The city was one of many sites where violence escalated after the army intervened. Across Mexico, the military is suspected of committing over two hundred grave human and civil rights violations by torturing and eliminating civilians tied to criminal syndicates. Few, if any, criminal cases brought against army personnel proceeded to a military tribunal. The Mexican army waging the drug war effected crisis-inspired governance during Calderon’s six-year administration.

There are no quick fixes or easy solutions for solving Mexico’s human rights problems. The essays on transnational activism in Part IV of Binational Human Rights demonstrate the tough slog of advocates pressuring Mexico to think twice about directives that perpetuate human rights abuses. What about other approaches? In his conclusion, Simmons affirms the essays in Binational Human Rights offer a “sobering outlook” on the means for rectifying Mexico’s problems. As a start, the essays of Escobar-Valdez, Dunn, Murphy Erfani, and Arriola Vega propose alternative policy prescriptions. Jusidman’s micro-level description of grassroot mobilization in Ciudad Juárez shows that if a vanguard can rise to improve the quality of life in one city, then other groups can follow suit elsewhere. What seems apparent after reading Binational Human Rights, however, is that progress on the human rights front cannot occur without macro-level binational policies reflecting the mutual political will and intent of Mexican and American governments reducing the structural conditions that foster states of exception. Such transformations do not occur overnight. Thus, as Simmons notes, Mexico’s troubling succession of human rights dilemmas will continue, and even increase, before possibly stabilizing.

IV. CONCLUSION

Binational Human Rights is an excellent resource for learning how illegal migration, cartel drug wars, and femicide pertain to human rights abuses experienced by Mexicans, and the strategies intervenors adopt to limit incidences. The articles are well-written, of reasonable length, and not theory dense, which makes
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them an accessible read. The specialized topics addressed in the essays suggest some background knowledge on the history and causes of Mexican immigration to America, the United Nations human rights programme, and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights would help the reader digest more content. As such, the book is not an introductory study about U.S.-Mexican relations or a comparative analysis of the human rights situation in both countries. Other sources will assist in providing a broader picture on American criminal justice and deportation regimes operating at the expense of migrant human rights.  

Likewise, migrants living without status in America is a fascinating theoretical and empirical question that is explored elsewhere. Finally, anti-immigration initiatives by U.S. states add another layer of complexity to immigration control that other works address.

Unlike previous studies, Binational Human Rights expands understanding of Mexico’s fluid human rights situation by looking at binational and national contexts. The book’s study of interrelationships is similar in approach to other works in the field that explore intersecting paradigms, such as human rights and border enforcement. It is not the first edited volume that examines American policies on immigration control, free trade, drug trafficking, and national security affecting the human rights of migrants. The purposeful selection of studying less, albeit linked phenomena, however, differentiates Binational Human Rights from other edited volumes on U.S.-Mexican relations that adopt a plurality of disciplinary methodologies, perspectives, and topics as their distinguishing characteristic. In sum, U.S. and Mexican immigration policies, increased enforcement at America’s southern border, militarized drug war, transborder arms dealing, extra-territorial U.S. security interests, foreign-owned maquiladoras, American consumer demand for drugs, Mexican political and police corruption, and international and domestic human rights advocates all effect Mexico’s human rights situation. Binational Human Rights identifies that changes affecting any one of these diverse variables offers the necessary evidence for judging whether Mexico is improving its human rights record.
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